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CRAFT CROSSOVER

In recent years
we seem to
have had what
passes as

summer a little later in the
year and many couples are
choosing this time to get
married. If you are planning 
to make stationery and
accessories for your own 
late summer/autumn
wedding, an Indian summer
colour palette might be
worth considering.

GETTING STARTED
The colours associated with
an Indian summer tend to
be vibrant – burnt oranges,

reds, coppers and azure
blues, which can be toned
up or down according to
personal taste. We used
cream as our base colour
and added bright colours as
accents for a subtle effect.

All the projects featured
here are designed to be
produced in large quantities,
production-line style. When
making large amounts of the
same thing it’s much easier
to carry out each of the
techniques and steps on all
items at the same time,
rather than making each one
individually. Some of the
techniques involved, such as

ink blending using a
template as a stencil, can be
a little time consuming, but if
you start well in advance
there should be ample time
to do it all. If you do need to
produce a lot in a relatively
short space of time, however,
then the designs can be
simplified by missing out
some of the steps, or
adapted by using a variety of
different techniques.
Remember – these projects
are simply a starting point
that can then be tailored to
tie in with your own personal
taste, wedding timescale and
creative skills.

ALTERNATIVE IDEAS
The ink-blending techniques
we’ve used on the majority
of the stationery items is
probably the most time
consuming. A plain square
stamp could be used instead
and would work just as well,
and a similar effect could
also be created using a PC
and any one of a number of
design packages. Time can
also be saved by substituting
readymade paper flowers for
die-cut ones. Woodware
produces a pack of plain
paper flowers that can be
coloured with spray ink to
match your stationery.

The table decorations
have been designed to give
a tropical feel and, again,
these can be adapted to suit
a more subtle colour scheme
by using different shades of
cardstock to cover the vases
and make the flowers. Some
of the decorations can be
used on larger tables or the
design can be sized up to a
larger scale by using a vase
with a wider diameter and
adding more stems. If you
don’t have time to make the
required amount of die-cut
flowers for these decorations,
matching artificial blooms
can be substituted.

BY SU
PENNICK

Tying the

knot
With autumn fast becoming the most popular season in which to
get married, Su Pennick is designing wedding stationery and
table decorations perfect for this time of the year
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MATERIALS
� cream A6 card blanks
� textured cream, burnt orange 

& blue cardstock
� pearlescent copper paper
� orange, blue, burnt orange &

red inkpads
� Pearlescent Rust Brilliance Dew

Drop inkpad 
� Cut n’ Dry blending foam
� Kaisercraft Madame Boutique

clear stamp set
� wedding invitation & card

aperture template below
TOOLS

� Memory Box Cherry Blossom die
(98316)

� manual die-cutting machine
� photocopier/printer

Wedding invitation

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Photocopy the
wedding invitation and
card aperture template

below onto textured cream
cardstock. Place the card
aperture template onto one
of the panels, lining up the
edges. Hold it firmly in place
and use Cut n’ Dry foam to
gently apply orange and
blue ink to the aperture as
shown. Apply the ink from
the edge of the aperture
inwards, blending the
colours together slightly in
the centre. Carefully remove
the template and repeat for
the other invitation panels.

2
Cut out each of the
panels along the inside
of the printed outline

and use Pearlescent Rust
ink to stamp the vine along
the top and bottom of the
inked area as shown.

3
Matt the stamped
panel onto pearlescent
copper paper and

attach to the front of an A6
cream card blank.

4
Die-cut the three
pieces of the cherry
blossom from the

appropriate coloured
cardstock and colour the
edges of the large flower
with burnt orange, then red
ink. Attach the cherry
blossom to the card front
along with a narrow,
pointed strip of copper
paper as pictured.

5
Print the invitation
details onto a cream
card insert and fix in

position on the card as
shown to finish.Wedding invitation text

Resize to suit your card size

Wedding invitation & card
aperture template
50% actual size   Photocopy at 200%
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MATERIALS
� textured cream, burnt orange, blue

& smooth cream cardstock
� pearlescent copper paper
� orange, blue, burnt orange &

red inkpads
� Pearlescent Rust Brilliance Dew

Drop inkpad 
� Cut n’ Dry blending foam
� Kaisercraft Madame Boutique clear

stamp set
� place setting aperture template

TOOLS
� Memory Box Cherry Blossom die

(98316)
� manual die-cutting machine

MATERIALS
� burnt orange, cream & blue

cardstock
� burnt orange & red inkpads
� silver wine glass charm wire
� frosted silver-lined amber beads
� gold lustre African Sunset beads
� 7mm sky-blue lined crystal beads

TOOLS
� manual die-cutting machine
� chain-nosed pliers
� Memory Box Cherry Blossom 

die (98316)

Wine glass charm

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Use the place setting
aperture template to cut
and colour a panel of

textured cream cardstock by
following the technique used
for the wedding invitation on
page 64. Stamp the vine and
matt the decorated panel onto
pearlescent copper cardstock
as shown.

2
Cut a 9cm-square piece
of smooth, matching
cream cardstock. Score,

fold in half and attach the
decorated panel to this.

3
Die-cut the cherry
blossom from
appropriately coloured

cardstock. Colour the largest
flower shape with burnt
orange and red inkpads and
stick the three layers in place

as shown. Finish by hand-
writing the guest’s name onto
each place setting card using
matching ink.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Die-cut the three layers of
the cherry blossom from
appropriately coloured

cardstock. Colour the edges of
the largest flower with burnt
orange and red ink. Pierce two

small holes at the centre of the
flower for threading.

2
Use pliers to flatten the
curved end of the charm
wire fastening in order to

make threading easier. Thread
two lots of the following
sequence of beads onto the
wire: five amber seed beads
followed by an African Sunset,
a sky-blue crystal and a
second African Sunset bead.
Add two more amber beads
and then thread on the large
flower. Reverse the pattern of
beads for the rest of the wire
and bend the end back into
position. Stick the centre layers
of the cherry blossom in place
and add a spot of glue to the
back of the flower to secure it
on the wire.

Place setting
Place setting aperture template
Actual size
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SIMPLY MAKE

1
Copy the favour box
template onto smooth
cream cardstock and cut it

out. Score and fold where
indicated and assemble the
box by gluing the tab in place.

2
Cut a 4cm-wide strip of
textured cream cardstock.
Use two pieces of

straight-edged scrap paper
and repositionable tape to
mask 0.5cm along both
edges of the strip. Use
blending foam to apply ink
along the unmasked area –
orange along one edge 
and blue along the other.
Carefully remove the masks
and stamp the vine motif
along the edges using
Pearlescent Rust ink.

3
Cut a 5cm strip of
pearlescent copper
paper and secure in

place around the box. Stick
the decorated strip to this,
leaving a copper border 
on each side.

4
Die-cut the cherry
blossom from
appropriately coloured

cardstock. Colour the largest
flower shape with burnt
orange and red inkpads and
affix the three layers in place
as shown along a narrow,
pointed strip of copper
cardstock.

Favour box

MATERIALS
� textured cream, burnt orange, blue

& smooth cream cardstock
� pearlescent copper paper
� orange, blue, burnt orange & 

red inkpads
� Pearlescent Rust Brilliance Dew

Drops inkpad 
� Cut n’ Dry blending foam
� Kaisercraft Madame Boutique clear

stamp set
� repositionable tape & scrap paper
� favour box template

TOOLS
� Memory Box Cherry Blossom die

(98316)
� manual die-cutting machine

Favour box template
75% actual size   Photocopy at 133%
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Napkin ring

MATERIALS
� burnt orange, cream & blue

cardstock
� burnt orange & red inkpads
� matt varnish
� 0.6mm memory wire bracelet
� frosted silver-lined amber beads
� gold lustred African Sunset beads
� 7mm sky blue lined crystal beads

TOOLS
� memory wire cutters
� round-nosed pliers
� Memory Box Cherry Blossom Die

Style No: 98316
� manual die-cutting machine

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Die-cut the three layers of
the cherry blossom from
appropriately coloured

cardstock. Colour the edges of
the largest flower with burnt
orange and red ink, and coat
with a layer of varnish. 

2
Cut a 21⁄2 loop length of
memory wire. Hold each
end of the wire and

gently pull outwards to open
up the spiral shape. Pierce two
small holes into the centre of
the die-cut flower and thread it
onto the middle of the
memory wire. Add a spot of
glue to hold it in place and
attach the other two layers.

3
Thread the following
repeated sequence of
beads each side of the

flower: five amber seed beads
followed by an African Sunset
bead, a sky-blue crystal and a
second African Sunset bead.
End each side with five amber
seed beads. Use round-nosed
pliers to form a loop in each
end of the wire to secure the
beads in place.
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Paint three plant sticks
with copper paint and
leave to dry.

2
The bud vase used here is
20cm high, so adjust the
following measurement

to fit the receptacle used if
necessary. Stick a 14.5cm strip
of pearlescent copper paper
around the vase.

3
Cut an 8.5cm strip of
textured cream cardstock
and mask 0.5cm along

both edges with pieces of
scrap paper and repositionable
tape. Use blending foam to
apply orange and blue ink to
the cream cardstock. Use
Pearlescent Rust ink to stamp
the vine motif along both
edges. Attach the decorated
cardstock around the vase as
shown, along with a 3cm-wide
strip of red cardstock. Cut the
overlapping edges of these at
an angle rather than vertically.

Table decoration

MATERIALS
� glass bud vase
� floristry oasis
� plant sticks
� copper paint
� textured cream, red, burnt orange 

& pale orange cardstock
� pearlescent copper paper
� orange, blue, burnt orange & 

red inkpads
� Pearlescent Rust Brilliance Dew

Drops inkpad 
� Cut n’ Dry blending foam
� repositionable tape & scrap paper
� Kaisercraft Madame Boutique clear

stamp set
� Waterfall Ranger Stickles 

glitter glue
TOOLS

� hole punch
� Sizzix Bigz Tim Holtz Alterations

Tattered Florals die 
� manual die-cutting machine

TOP TIP
A glue gun works bestfor securing theflowers to the sticks asit uses strong gluethat dries quickly

WHERE TO BUY
Dew Drop inkpads and Memory

Box dies are available from
www.craftbarnonline.co.uk

Kaisercraft stamp sets 
are available from

www.merlyimpressions.co.uk

All the beads and findings used
here are available from

www.bojanglebeads.co.uk

4
Cut four narrow, pointed
strips of copper paper
and stick them in place –

one over the edge of each
coloured strip.

5
Cut a piece of floristry
oasis to fit snugly into the
vase up to a height of

1cm below the paper, covering
the outside. Cut a circle of
copper paper to fit inside the
vase and cover the top of the
oasis. Punch three holes in the
middle of this approximately
1.5 to 2cm apart. Position this,
applying a generous amount
of glitter glue to hold it in place
and to cover the edges.

6
Die-cut three of the
largest flower from red
cardstock, three from

burnt orange and three from
pale orange. Make a cut on
each flower from the area
between two petals to the
centre. Stick the petal on one
side of this cut behind the
petal on the other side to
create a dimensional flower
with five petals. Colour the
edge of all the flowers with ink
and stick two of the petals of
each flower to the back of the
others to form a three-sided
flower. Die-cut nine of the
smallest flower from cream
cardstock and stick in place at
the centre of each of the larger
flowers. Use glitter glue to
draw the spiky centre for each
flower and leave to dry.

7
Adhere the middle of
each of the three-sided
flowers to a painted stick

using strong glue. To finish,
push the sticks into the oasis –
though the holes you punched
into the circle of copper
paper – so that they stand at
different heights.
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